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In Persona, an exhibition of recent paintings by Chelsea Lehmann, the protagonists 
on display derive from the artist’s roving curiosity for the innumerable 
representations of women’s bodies available within our online media-saturated 
screen culture. Endless detours down digital rabbit holes uncover the orchestrated 
imaging of female identities: art historical icons, matriarchal role models, social 
media selfie queens, and perpetually climaxing porn actors, to name just a few 
personae at their most venerated, idealised or sexualised.  

It is within such contexts that female figures are encountered front and centre in 
Lehmann’s paintings. However, straightforward depictions of flesh are eschewed in 
favour of restlessly inhabited bodies that are reconfigured and problematised. 
Reinterpreted as effigies with fragile or broken veneers, the body is a conceptual 
device in Lehmann’s tactile, layered paintings. The dense, gestural surfaces of the 
canvases are characterised by uneven patinas and ghostly traces that allude to a 
veiled interiority beneath a ruptured skin of appearances. 

Abstracted through their digital mutability and the screen’s distancing interface, 
Lehmann’s painted bodies occupy a dreamlike arena of fantasy and specious 
memory, drawing upon contested iconographies. They are disaffected from their 
physiological and psychological dimensions and instead become ciphers, 
transforming before our eyes and beckoning us to encounter them on their own 
terms, in defiance of the stereotypes that precede them. 

~~~ 

Chelsea Lehmann has exhibited extensively in Australia for the past two decades, and has been 
the recipient of several awards, grants, and local and international residencies. Her most recent 
exhibitions include June (MARS Gallery, Melbourne, 2019), Bad Mannerism (Galerie 
pompom, Sydney, 2018), and The Articulate Surface (UNSW Galleries, Sydney, 2018). She is a 
Lecturer in Drawing at the National Art School and completed a PhD at UNSW Art & 
Design in 2019. This is Lehmann’s first exhibition at Flinders Street Gallery.  

Cover image: Chelsea Lehmann, Euplia (detail), 2019, oil on linen on aluminium, 66 x 56cm  
Photo: Courtesy the artist 



 

Pastorale 
2020 
Oil on linen on aluminium   
69 x 54cm 
$3950 



 

A New Matriarchy 
2020 
Oil on linen on aluminium  
66 x 52cm 
$3950 



 

Euplia 
2019 
Oil on linen on aluminium 
66 x 56cm 
$3950



 

Persona 
2019 
Oil on linen  
84 x 84cm 
$4650 



 

Truncate 
2020 
Oil on board  
20 x 20cm 
$900 



 

Neo-classicist 
2019 
Oil on board   
45 x 50cm 
$3300 



 

Bed Snakes 
2019-2020 
Oil on linen   
92 x 76.5cm 
$4650 



 

Wormhole 
2019 
Oil on linen  
95 x 85cm 
$4850 



 

Garden (after Jocelyn Lee’s ‘Winter Venus’) 
2020 
Oil on linen   
72 x 56.5cm 
$4200 



Nymph 
2020 
Oil on linen  
31 x 26cm 
$1350 



 

Figurine 
2020 
Oil on linen on aluminium  
64 x 55cm 
$3950 



 

Habitat 
2020 
Oil on linen on aluminium   
70 x 51.5cm 
$3950 



 

Dolly 
2019 
Oil on linen on board 
30 x 26cm 
$1350 


